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Approximation by +(a~) L(A, x) on Finite Point Sets 
Let X :.x1 ,,,,. ~hr] be a finite subset of the real line, X, “. .\ , L.ct 
q5 be a continuous function on the real line and (4, ,..., $I,~) a Chebyshev set on X, 
II A’:. Detine L(A, .Y) cl: ~1 Cl/ h(s), F(A, .s) +(apr)L(.4, .v). Let I 
be a given norm on the functions on X. Let 6’ be a family of functions containing 
:F(A, ,)j. The approximation problem is: Given a function .fon .Y, find R” c G 
for which 11 ’ g II attains its infimum p(J’) over ,T E G. Such an element gX is 
called a best approximation. In this note we consider the existence of best ap- 
proximations. 
It is well known that a necessary and sufiicient condition that every 
function on X have a best approximation from G is that G is closed. We, 
therefore, seek to find the family F, the closure of {F(A, .)I. This F has the 
property that a best approximation from it always exists and it is the smallest 
family G containing {F(A, .)I with this property. Characterizing F involves 
two steps. We must show that F contains all limits of sequences from {F(A, .)I. 
We must also show that each element of F is a limit of a sequence from 
{F(A, .)j. Since we may not know P ahead of time, we will first consider limits 
of bounded sequences from JF(A, .)I and later see if every element of a family 
containing them is a limit of a bounded sequence. 
Such an analysis has already been carried out for the case 4(s) exp(x) 
by the author [I]. 
It will be useful to have a norm on the coefficient vector of L. OI 
equivalently. a seminorm on the parameter vector. Define 
As the first part of our analysis, we consider the behavior of bounded se- 
quences from (F(A, .)I. Without loss of generality we will use the Chebyshev 
norm and consider 
F(A”. .) / c M. (1) 
The sequence {u,,” j may not be bounded. However, as [ ~~ -/J. X] is compact, 
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the sequence has a limit point a,,(’ in [ ~ co. co]. By taking a subsequence if 
necessary, we can assume that {Q,~) -+ a,,” and in the remainder of the paper 
this will be assumed. 
LEMMA I. Let (F(A’(. .)i be a bounded sequence. Let a,,” be -finite and 
nonzero. Let $ not ranish except po.rsib[l, at zero. Then {F(A”. .)I ---f F(A”, .). 
Proof. There are at least n points of X at which $(a,x) does not vanish, 
assume without loss of generality they are x1 ,..., .Y,! Let 
/L -= min{+(a,,“x,)i : i = I ,..., n]. 
There exists K such that for k :> K, 
hence 
I &a,%)1 ‘=- 42 i :- I,..., n, 
It follows that {ii A” 1’) is bounded and so the limit (a,“,..., a,O) of (a,‘;,..., a,“‘) 
is finite. We have c#J(~,~~.x-) + $(a,r”x), L(A”‘, .) --f L(A”, .), hence F(A”‘, .) + 
F(A”, .). 
It is easily seen that the case where a ,,O 7 0 and #J(O) ,# 0 is also taken care 
of by Lemma I. 
LEMMA 2. Let {F(A’(, .)I be a bounded sequence, Let a,,O x 0 and $(x) y= 
cr.? -1 O(l x Inzil), CJ # 0. Then {F(A”, .)l has an accumulation point CI~ the 
form Y’L(A, x). 
Pro05 Assume without loss of generality that u,,~ ;l 0. There exists K 
such that 
Suppose that {Ii(a;>l)l A’; ,lj was unbounded. then by taking a subsequence if 
necessary we can assume it tends to infinity, and by a standard result in 
linear approximation, a variant of which appears in the text of Rice [2, p. 241. 
and by (2) 
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It follows that (~7~~)“~ Ak is bounded and has a limit point A, assume it con- 
verges to A. Then 
Proof. Let F(A”. X) = +(-y/k) L(k”A, X)/U, then 
&A”, x) -- (.u”‘/k”‘) L(k”“A, x) - O((s/k)” 1) L(k’“A, s) 
s”‘L(A, s) pi- 0( I/k). 
The remaining possibility is that u,,” X. What happens in this case varies 
with each 4. 
EXPONENTIAL TYPE 4 
As mentioned previously, the case where 4(x) exp(.u) has already been 
studied [l]. We develop a theory to be applied to the cases (b(x) cosh(.y) 
and 4(x) -= sinh(.\-). 
LEMMA 4. Let &I.Y)/~(~y) --+ 0 ,for 0 .Y I’. J’ us Ll --f ,K’. Let -1-1 0. 
u,,” =- cc. Then {F(A’;, .)I + 0 on roll but x~vv-ri+l ,..., x, 
Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that, A” I ,‘= 0 for all k. 
Define BL = A”/,! A”’ /’ , then ‘I B” 1 - 1. (b,” ,..., bnL) has an accumulation 
point (b, . . . . . b,), assume convergence occurs. As I/ B ‘/ = 1, L(B, .) is nonzero 
on at least one of s,~-~.! I ,... , sY Assume without loss of generality it is 
nonzero on x,~ Let i < N ~- w 7 I and consider 
The ratio of d’s tends to zero by hypothesis and the ratio of L’s tends to 
L(B, x[)/L(B, .u,,); hence ri7*’ -+ 0. But ! F(A”‘, xN)/ < M, so F(A”. .v,) -f 0. 
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such that F(Al:‘, xi) m: y, , i = N II + I ,..., 1% und F(Ak, xi) + 0 
for i ,< N - n. 
Proof. The lemma is obvious in the case all of .Y,~~.,+~ ,...’ JJ,,, are zero so 
we assume at least one is nonzero. 
There exists K such that for k 1: K 
c#l(ks;) $7 0 i ~~- N - II -r I,..., N. 
Assume without loss of generality that K == 1. Let a,‘$ ~~= k. As {$I~ ,..., #,,j is 
a Chebyshev set on X, there exists {al”,.... n,!“‘j such that 
then 
L(Ak, xi) = y;/&ks,) i-N-n+1 N, >..., 
F(A”‘, Xi) ~ ?‘i i - N - II :- I,.... N. 
Arguing as in the previous lemma, we get F(A”‘, xi> -+ 0 for i G Iv’ - I?. 
Let F+ be the set of functions zero except on {x,,,-,~ 1 . . . . . x,). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let x1 ;; 0. The closure of 
F -: {cosh(a,x) L(A, x)] is F u Ft. 
Proof. By evenness of cash we can assume that u0 2: 0. Lemmas 1 and 4 
ensure that any bounded sequence from F has an accumulation point in 
F u F1. Lemma 5 ensures that every element of F u F I- is the limit of a 
sequence from F. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let x1 1% 0. The closure of F = (sinh(a,x) L(A, x)1 is 
F u F~+ u {xL(A, x)). 
Proof. By oddness of sinh we can assume that rc, 3 0. Lemmas 1, 2, 4 
ensure that any bounded sequence from F has an accumulation point in 
F u F+ u {xL(A, x)]. Lemmas 3 and 5 ensure that every element of P u F+ u 
{.uL(A, x)j is the limit of a sequence from F. 
NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL TYPE C#I 
LEMMA 6. Let +(ax)/+(ay) + 0 for 0 < y < x as a -’ co. Let xl ‘> 0, 
Let aoO =m m, then {F(Ak”, .)] + 0 on nII but x1 . . . . x, . 
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 7. Let q5 base no zeros for sufficiently Iarge jnite argumcwts. Let 
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qS(ax)/$(ay) -+ 0 for 0 J‘ -.. .y 0s (1 + cl. Let s, -; 0, and .x1 0 
or 4(O) # 0. Giren constants J’, ,..., .I’,, thwo e.ui.rts N squencc (F(Ai, .)) such 
that F(A”‘, x?) -= yz , i = I ,..., n and F(A, s,) + 0,for i --I n. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5. Let F- be the set of functions 
zero except on {s, . . . . . .Y,?/. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let x1 -; 0. The closure of 
F = {sech (a,,x)L(A, x)) 
Proof. As sech is even, we can assume u,) J 0. Lemmas I and 6 ensure 
that any bounded sequence from F has an accumulation point in F u F~-. 
Lemma 7 ensures that every element of F u F is the limit of a sequence 
from F. 
An identical result holds for 4(x) exp( -.P). 
BOUNDED 4 
We consider the case where 4 is continuous at -co and t 1~;. 
LEMMA 8. Let .Y, _-. 0. Let 4 bc continuous und nonzero at co. Let 
{F(A”, .)j be bounded and {A”) --f A”. Let cl00 = -i-co then {F(Ah, .)I has as an 
uccumulution point afunction qf the type (L(A, .)I on {x, ,.... .Y,~! - {O\. 
Proof. There exists K such that for k K, 
&,,‘;x,)! :.2 c$(m),~Z s, -’ 0. 
BY (1) 
; $(a&-~,) L(A”, .\.i)i *< M, 
hence 
/ /~(A”, Xj)i < 2M/l +(a); i:.i,k -K. 
It follows that ~ .4” 1 is bounded and (aI” ,..., o,~~) has a finite limit point 
(a,(‘,..., u,,O). Assume convergence occurs. Then 
F(AA, xi) --f +(a) L(A”, xi) .\-, , 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let s1 _ I 0. The closure of F = {arctan(a,,x) L(A. .u)i is 
Fu {xL(A, x)) u {L(A, .);. 
Proof. By oddness of arctan we can assume u,, 0. By Lemmas I. 2. 
and 8. a bounded seqeunce from F has an accumulation point in the given set. 
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By Lemma 3 and simple arguments similar to those of Lemma 8 any function 
of the form xL(A, x) or L(A, .) is a limit of elements of F. 
Exactly the same result holds for $(.I-) -: tanh(x). 
ARGUMFNTS RESTRICTED TO A CLOSED SET 
Some functions 4 which we might wish to consider are defined and con- 
tinuous only on a closed finite interval, causing us to restrict the parameter 
N,, to a closed finite interval. For example the functions arcsin, arcos, and 
arctanh are only defined on [ ~~~ I, I]. The case where a,, is restricted to a closed 
finite interval I containing 0 is handled by Lemmas I, 2, 3. We get the closure 
of F - {&u,,.Y) L(A, x) : qj E Ii being F if 4(O) + 0 and F u {x’“f.(.4. .v)j if 
4(.\-) : (7.Y” -!- fJ( ~ .,- “I’ 1). 
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